Make your
guests feel special
A brand new range from the leader in hotel TV
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Leading the way
Introducing
The widest choice in LED TVs, more than 30 years experience in hotel TV,
the first 3D TV, and more...

No matter which way you look at it, we are
continuing to lead the way in hotel TV.
For a start, we offer the most complete range
of dedicated products available. This includes
the highest number of different LED TVs (in all
screen sizes), a set that can display 3D content,
plus a groundbreaking features for generating
additional revenue for you. We offer other
non-TV hospitality solutions as well, so you have
true ‘one-stop shopping’ with Philips.
We have the richest heritage in the hotel
TV business. For over 30 years we’ve been
providing innovative solutions aimed at making

your guests’ stay pleasant and memorable.
For example, way back in the 70s we introduced
the first hotel TV to the market, and in 2010
we’re still helping you differentiate yourself
through unique propositions like the world’s
only cinema-format 21:9 TV.
In addition, we offer dependable and dedicated
support through our global service organization,
which gives you local-based backup whenever
you require. We also maintain a close working
relationship with major interactive system
integrators and distributors, so you can rely on
us to contribute to the smooth running of your
business.
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Super Seven
The range
One of the main attractions of our hotel TVs is what we call the ‘Super Seven’.
This is the collective term we give to seven areas in which our sets offer a
competitive advantage.



Sustainability

SmartPower



Simplicity

MyChoice, ThemeTV & Integrated Connectivity



Smart technology

LED panels & System Compatibility



Services

Extended Warranty & Rentaltv



Signature range

Ambilight & 21:9 Cinema Experience



Security

VSecure



Segmentation

Prison Mode & Healthcare Mode

Find out more about how you can
benefit in each of the Super Seven
areas on the following pages.

1 Sustainability
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2 Simplicity
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3 Smart technology

4 Services

5 Signature range

6 Security

7 Segmentation
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Sustainability
Saving money while helping save the planet
There are fantastic opportunities for saving energy and reducing costs in virtually every hotel. With our
‘green’ TV solutions you can manage this with remarkable ease – without compromising in any way on
picture quality. That’s because every single TV in our range uses less energy than the alternatives available
on the market today.
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For example, our hotel TVs have SmartPower
whereby power consumption is reduced
significantly through dimming the backlighting
(this often gives a more pleasant viewing
experience too).
Excellent environmental credentials
Our new hotel TVs can justifiably be called ‘green’.
Our entire new 2010-2011 is much more energy
efficient than our current range and in almost all
situations more energy efficient than competition
(see table below).

We first appeared on the Dow Jones
Sustainability Index in 2000, and last year were
global leader in the ‘leisure goods’ sector. In
addition, this year we moved up to third place in
the Greenpeace Guide to Greener Electronics;
by far the highest position of any company
supplying dedicated hotel TVs. Our high ranking
is due to initiatives like eliminating arsenic from
TV glass and offering TVs with PVC/BFR-free
housings in the EU.

Energy saving versus competition on 7 year operation*
Philips

Competitor A

19" EasySuite

€ (11.92)

Competitor B
n/a

22" EasySuite

€ (25.09)

€ (20.94)

26" EasySuite

€ (70.30)

€ (35.21)

32" EasySuite

€ (65.05)

€ (35.21)

22" PrimeSuite

€ (11.09)

€ (20.76)

26" PrimeSuite

€ (36.11)

€ (46.08)

32" PrimeSuite

€ (13.05)

€ (40.20)

Average

€ (33.23)

€ (33.07)

*Based on published energy usage figures of the TVs launched in 2010 for the hotel market, 3h average switch-on
time per day at 80% occupancy rate and a European average energy price of € 0.16 including transportation and
taxes.
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Simplicity

Affordable & personalized TV
for every guest
With Philips’ unique MyChoice feature, you can
significantly increase revenue in an extremely
simple way. MyChoice allows you to offer (extra)
premium TV channels to your guests, specifically
for the standalone market.
MyChoice is built into our EasySuite and
PrimeSuite TVs as standard, and is activated by
entering a PIN code available via scratch cards
you sell to your guests. MyChoice really is
a great way of generating extra income –
and capitalizing on the potential of your TVs –
without the need for any major investment.
Easy navigation through the available
channels
It can be difficult for guests to find the programs
they want to watch, especially when they are
abroad and there is a wide selection to choose
from. ThemeTV offers them a much better
alternative than just zapping one by one through
the available channels. A customizable welcome
screen lets guests select the desired language or
theme they’re interested in – e.g. News, Sport,
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Kids or your hotel’s own information channels. In
other words, after two touches of the remote
control they have already found what they are
looking for.
Integrated connectivity
An ever-increasing number of guests wants to
view or listen to their own content (e.g. from an
iPod, laptop or digital camera) on their room TV.
To make this easier for them – and for you – our
hotel TVs have a built-in connectivity panel with
standard connections like USB and HDMI.
Plugging in a device causes the TV to automatically
switch over to the channel displaying the
content. As an added bonus, our TVs are also
still compatible with existing external panels.

Smart Technology
Clear leaders in LED
LED TVs are becoming increasingly popular, and

A guarantee of system compatibility
We fully appreciate that you don’t want any

no wonder. Compared to standard LCD screens

hassle or compatibility issues when connecting

they give a much sharper picture with higher

new TVs to existing infrastructure like an

contrast and more lively colors, while consuming
less energy.

interactive video-on-demand system. So
we make sure that all our PrimeSuite TVs are

When it comes to LED hotel TVs, we’ve called
on Philips’ vast experience in the lighting
industry to create another clear leadership
position; we currently offer a wider range than
anyone else, and are also the only company
that offers LED sets in all screen sizes.

fully compatible with the systems of your choice
through Serial Express Protocol.

Services
Five years reassurance
You don’t want any headaches while running
your hotel operation. That’s why we offer an
extended warranty service, which gives you a
five year security.You can therefore concentrate
on running your business, while we and our
partners take care of any issues that may arise.

the European leader in business-to-business
financing, we offer you a simple, transparent and
robust rental program. You can therefore enjoy
the best hotel TVs on the market without any
initial outlay, and then just pay a fixed amount
every month.

Convenient rental program
You may be interested in renewing the TVs in
your hotel, but the moment isn’t quite right for
that kind of capital investment, or you want to
divert your resources to other areas. No
problem. Together with De Lage Landen,

www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions | Philips Hotel TV
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Signature range
Give your guests something truly special
If you’re looking to give your guests something
truly out of the ordinary, while differentiating
yourself in the market and emphasizing your

in 3D – the very first hotel TV to do so! And
that’s not all; our unique Ambilight and Aurea
TVs add a whole new dimension to the viewing
experience by projecting a glow of colored

commitment to offering the best there is, then
we have exactly the TVs you’re looking for.

(LED) light from the back of the TV onto
the wall.

As an example, our groundbreaking 21:9 TVs,
already considered by some as the best TV in
the world, capture the magic of the cinema
for your guests with their authentic superwidescreen movie format. There are no black
bars or picture loss; everything is the way the
director intended.You can even show content
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Security
No illegal copying of premium content
You want to legally show early-window releases.

By incorporating the industry-standard VSecure

Certain TVs in our hospitality range make it

prevent unauthorized recording of programs
and films. This also means you are certified to

possible for you to safely show early-window
(high-definition) video-on-demand or broadcast
content without having to worry about illegal

encryption feature, all our PrimeSuite TVs

deliver early-window blockbusters from major
distributors like UIP and Filmbank.

copying.

Certified by:

Segmentation
The special properties and features built into
our hotel TVs can benefit other institutions
and facilities as well.
Prison mode
Prisons and other correctional facilities are
required by law to control communication to,
from and between inmates. This influences
the choice of TVs, because subtitles, teletext, the
Electronic Program Guide and USB ports can
all be misused for communication purposes. The

they are watching also inadvertently alters the
channel on the other TVs in close proximity.
That problem is eliminated with our EasySuite
and PrimeSuite TVs, whose special healthcare
mode ensures each TV can only be operated by
one single remote control. These TVs also have
a special headphone socket to minimize noise
disturbance for people in adjacent beds.

prison mode on our EasySuite and PrimeSuite
ensures safe TV watching by disabling all of the
above functions.
Healthcare mode
One potential source of annoyance in hospital
rooms with multiple beds and TVs is that a
person using the remote control for the TV

www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions | Philips Hotel TV
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An unbeatable offer
in hotel TVs
Making your guests feel welcome
On the previous pages we’ve given seven major reasons to choose Philips.
Every set in our brand new range is packed full of features aimed specifically at
the hospitality market.

For example; the possibility to display a
welcoming message for guests in the room.
An integrated clock on PrimeSuite sets. In-built
volume limitation to minimize potential
disturbance to those in adjoining rooms. Menu
locking so that the settings you have
programmed into the TV remain the way they
should. And energy-saving features already
mentioned, such as switching to automatic
standby when not in use.

We also have the widest choice available
anywhere of dedicated hotel TVs. To make it
easier for you to decide which models best
meet the specific needs of your hotel, we have
grouped them into three series; EasySuite,
PrimeSuite and Signature. On the following pages
you can read about the main characteristics of
each.


Welcome Message

Switch-On channel

Menu Locking with High Security Mode

One combined channel list

Side Control Locking

Volume Limitation Control

Energy Saving features

Dedicated hotel remote controls

Easy cloning of TV settings

12
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EasySuite
Perfectly reliable to your guests

Highlights:

Smart Technology: LED up to 26"


Services: Rentaltv

& Extended Warranty

Simplicity: MyChoice & Integrated

Connectivity Panel

New stylish slim design

Best-in-class picture performance


Sustainability: lowest energy

consumption

Segmentation: Prison Mode

& Healthcare Mode

Incredible Surround sound


Screen sizes: 19", 22", 26" & 32" *


DVB-T MPEG 2/4


These entry-level sets are perfect for hotels looking for reliable TVs made
specifically for the standalone hospitality sector, and which can offer a selection
of digital TV channels to guests.
Available in screen sizes from 19 to 32" (with
LED sets from 19 to 26"), the EasySuite range
combines stylish, slim design with best-in-class
picture performance and very low energy
consumption. With the Integrated Connectivity

* Few features differ for the 32” EasySuite.
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Panel, your guests can easily hook up their digital
devices to automatically view their own content
on the TV screen.

PrimeSuite
Versatile and outstanding in every way

Highlights:

Smart Technology: LED up to 26"


Smart Technology:

System Compatibility

Services:

Rentaltv & Extended Warranty

Simplicity: MyChoice, ThemeTV &
Integrated Connectivity Panel

Security:VSecure content

protection

Bathroom speaker connectivity

Best-in-class picture performance

Sustainability: lowest energy

consumption

Segmentation: Prison Mode

& Healthcare Mode

Incredible Surround sound

Integrated clock

Screen sizes: 22", 26", 32", 42”

DVB T/C MPEG 2/4

With an integrated clock and superior features, these TVs are ideal for feature-rich
standalone use. Yet they are also fully compatible with the interactive system of your
choice making them a very versatile and practical choice.
PrimeSuite sets offer compatibility with the
system of your choice, protection of earlywindow films through digital encryption, and
easier browsing of the available channels. There
is also a special socket for connecting an
additional loudspeaker, for instance in the

bathroom. PrimeSuite TVs are available in
screen sizes from 22 to 42", including 22"
and 26" LED sets.

www.philips.com/hospitalitysolutions | Philips Hotel TV
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Signature
Offer something truly different
Our Signature range gives visitors to your hotel something
truly memorable and unique. For example, there is our 58"
Cinema 21:9 TV, the only set on the hotel market with the
capability to show content in 3D! In addition the 21:9 has the
same screen format as in a movie theatre, so your guests
watch movies on the way they were originally intended. This,
together with the full HD quality and 200 Hz image refresh
rate, gives a picture that has to be seen to be believed.

Then there is the Aurea, whose picture is
completely surrounded by a soft halo of light
which perfectly matches the colors and light levels
on screen. The screen frame is so thin you are
barely aware of its presence, giving the impression
that you’re watching images on a floating pool
of light. Meanwhile our Ambilight TVs also take
viewing way beyond the confines of the TV,
making it more entertaining and immersive while
being easier on the eye at the same time.
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Range overview
2010 & 2011
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Range overview
2010 & 2011
19"

22"

26"

32"

22"

26"

32"

42"

32"

40"

40"

46"

Range

EasySuite

PrimeSuite

Signature
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58"

EasySuite

PrimeSuite

Type number
19HFL3232D

22HFL4372D

22HFL3232D

26HFL4372D

26HFL3232D

32HFL4372D

32HFL3232D

42HFL4372D

General
Styling
TV system reception
Set Dimension WxHxD in mm (set with stand)

DVB-T (MPEG2/4),

DVB-T/C (MPEG2/4),

PAL, SECAM

PAL, SECAM

19" : 455x303 / 329x50 / 138

22" : 541x375 / 417x68 / 150

22" : 526x343 / 369x50 / 150

26" : 672x459 / 520x77 / 220

26" : 637x411 / 447x51 / 170

32" : 800x535 / 592x81 / 220

32" : 796x508 / 556x93 / 220

42" : 928x587 / 651x100 / 262

19" : 3.32

22" : 5.27

22" : 4.0

26" : 6.9

26" : 5.2

32" : 10.2

32" : 8.3

42" : 16

VSecure content protection

–

yes

SmartCard Xpress Expension Box compatible

–

yes

SerialXpress interface (Standard/Enhanced)

–/–

yes / yes

Infrared Loop thru for RC

–

yes

Fast infrared Loop thru for wireless keyboard

–

yes

Software upgrading of total TV software via USB

yes

yes

Power On Scart

–

yes

Set weight, excl. stand [kg]

Interactive system prepared

Viewing Experience & Sound
LED TV

yes (19", 22" and 26")

yes, (22" and 26")

3D TV

–

–

Ambilight

–

–

HD Ready / Full HD

19", 22", 26" : HD-Ready

22", 26", 32" : HD-Ready

Resolution (HxV)

19", 22", 26" : 1366 x 768p

Viewing angles (H/V)

178 / 178

Picture Improvement

Digital Crystal Clear,

Pixel Plus HD,

Digital noise reduction,

Digital noise reduction,

Dynamic Contrast Enhancement,

Dynamic Contrast Enhancement,

Active Control

Active Control

VGA In

yes

yes

External Loudspeaker connection (3.5mm jack)

–

yes

Number scarts

19": 1, 22": 1, 26": 1, 32": 2

1

Numbers of HDMI connections

19": 1, 22": 1, 26": 2, 32": 3

3

Front / Side connections

19"- 26": Audio L/R in,

Audio L/R in, CVBS in,

CVBS in, Headphone out,

USB 2.0, HDMI v1.3, CI+

32" : Full HD

42" : Full HD
22", 26", 32" : 1366 x 768p

32" : 1920 x1080p

42" : 1920 x1080p
178 / 178

Connectivity

S-video in, USB 2.0, HDMI v1.3
32": Audio L/R in, CVBS in,
USB 2.0, HDMI v1.3, CI
Other connections:

19" - 26": S/PDIF out (coaxial),

S/PDIF out (coaxial),

Composite video (CVBS) out,

Composite video (CVBS) out,

PC-in VGA + Audio L/R in

PC-in VGA + Audio L/R in,

32": S/PDIF out (coaxial),

Monitor out L/R (Cinch)

Composite video (CVBS) out,
Monitor out L/R (Cinch),
PC-in VGA + Audio L/R in
Connectivity Enhancements:

Power on scart, USB2.0

Serial Xpress interface,

Fast Infrared loop through,
Power on scart, USB2.0
EasyLink (HDMI-CEC):
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One touch play,

One touch play,

System standby

System standby

Signature
46"

Ambilight

Aurea

21:9

Type number
46HFL4382D

32HFL7382A

40HFL9561A

58HFL9582A

Cinema Experience

40HFL7382A

General
Styling
TV system reception
Set Dimension WxHxD in mm (set with stand)

Ambilight

Aurea

DVB-T/C (MPEG2/4),

DVB-T/C (MPEG2/4),

DVB-T/C (MPEG2/4),

DVB-T/C (MPEG2/4),

PAL, SECAM

PAL, SECAM

PAL, SECAM

PAL, SECAM

32" : 790x501 / 542x92 / 221

1025x663 / 726x59 / 260

1495x668 / 735x71 / 260

30,6

26

1122x685/731x87/268

40" : 977x605 / 649x86 / 236

Set weight, excl. stand [kg]

17,9

32" : 10
40" : 13.7

Interactive system prepared
VSecure content protection

–

–

–

–

SmartCard Xpress Expension Box compatible

–

–

–

–

SerialXpress interface (Standard/Enhanced)

yes / –

yes / –

yes / –

yes / –

Infrared Loop thru for RC

–

–

–

–

Fast infrared Loop thru for wireless keyboard

–

–

–

–

Software upgrading of total TV software via USB

yes

yes

yes

yes

Power On Scart

–

–

–

–

LED TV

yes

yes

yes

yes

3D TV

–

–

–

yes

Ambilight

–

Ambilight Spectra 2

Ambilight Spectra

Ambilight Spectra 3

HD Ready / Full HD

Full HD

Full HD

Full HD

Full HD

Resolution (HxV)

1920 x1080p

1920 x1080p

1920 x1080p

2560 x 1080 p

Viewing Experience & Sound

Viewing angles (H/V)

176 / 176

176 / 176

176 / 176

176 / 176

Picture Improvement

Pixel Plus HD,

Pixel Precise HD,

Perfect Pixel HD,

Perfect Pixel HD,

Digital noise reduction,

Digital noise reduction,

Digital noise reduction,

Digital noise reduction,

Dynamic Contrast Enhancement,

Dynamic Contrast Enhancement,

Dynamic Contrast Enhancement,

Dynamic Contrast Enhancement,

Active Control

Active Control

Active Control

Active Control

VGA In

yes

yes

yes

yes

External Loudspeaker connection (3.5mm jack)

–

–

–

–

Number scarts

1

2

2

1

Connectivity

Numbers of HDMI connections

2

3

4

3

Front / Side connections

USB, HDMI v1.3, CI+

USB, CI+

HDMI v1.3,

2x USB, CI+

S-video in,
CVBS in,
Audio L/R in,
Headphone out, USB, CI+
Other connections:

Headphone out,

Headphone out,

Analog audio Left/Right out,

S/PDIF out (coaxial),

YPbPr, audio L/R in

S/PDIF out (coaxial),

S/PDIF out (coaxial),

Headphone out, Ethernet

YPbPr, audio L/R in

YPbPr, audio L/R in

YPbPr, audio L/R in

Connectivity Enhancements:

Fast Infrared loop through,
Serial Xpress interface,
USB2.0

EasyLink (HDMI-CEC):

One touch play, System standby,

One touch play, System standby,

One touch play, System standby

Remote control pass-through,

Remote control pass-through,

Remote control pass-through,

One touch play, System standby,

System audio control

System audio control

System audio control
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EasySuite

PrimeSuite

Type number
19HFL3232D

22HFL4372D

22HFL3232D

26HFL4372D

26HFL3232D

32HFL4372D

32HFL3232D

42HFL4372D

Integrated Connectivity Panel

yes

yes

ThemeTV

–

yes

MyChoice

yes

yes

USB Multimedia player

yes

yes

Volume Max & Switch-on control

yes

yes

Switch-on Channel

yes

yes

Clock

–

yes (not in 42")

Welcome message

yes

yes

Sleeptimer

yes

yes

Teletext memory

1000 page Smart Text

1200 page Hypertext

Digital services like EPG, Subtitling and MHEG

yes

yes

Fast start up mode feature

yes

yes

Auto Power On

yes

yes

Digital Audio Out

yes

yes

Remote Control

22AV1104B/10

22AV1104A/10

Prison Mode

yes (not in 32")

yes

Healthcare Mode

yes (not in 32")

yes

Available with RentalTV

yes

yes

Available with a 5-year warranty

yes

yes

Cloning of settings with USB

yes

yes

Radio built-in (DVB)

yes

yes

Security Menu Access & High Security Mode

yes

yes

Keyboard Lock-out

yes

yes

Table top stand included

yes

yes

Table stand/swivel/tilt

stand

stand (optional 42")

Wall mounting bracket included

–

42" only

TV support for Low battery detection of Remote Control

yes

yes

Anti Theft lock provision RC batteries

w. 22AV1104B

w. 22AV1104A

Anti Theft provision TV (Kensington lock)

yes

yes

VESA Wall mounting compatible

19", 22", 26" : 75 x 75

22" : 100 x 100

32" : 200 x 200

26" : 200 x 100

Guest Comfort

Best Cost of Ownership

32" : 200 x 200
42" : 200 x 200
Sustainable and safety
Energy consumption in Low Power Stand-by Green Mode

0.3W

Energy consumption in Low Power Sleep Mode with Fast Startup

–

< 20W

Energy consumption Power-On (typical)

19" : 33W

22" : 36W

22" : 36W

26" : 46W

26" : 46W

0.3W

32" : 82W
42" : 150W

ESP Energy Saving Programmability

yes

yes

SmartPower High / Medium / Low Mode

yes

yes

Flame retardant cabinet

yes

yes

Warranty Leaflet

yes

yes

Batteries for remote control

yes

yes

Power cord (EU or UK)

yes

yes

Set up Remote Control, 22AV8573/00

yes

yes

Guest Remote Control

yes

yes

Wall mount 22AV3100

19", 22", 26"

22"

Wall mount 22AV3200

32"

26", 32", 42"

Accessories

Options
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Signature
46"

Ambilight

Aurea

21:9

Type number
46HFL4382D

32HFL7382A

40HFL9561A

58HFL9582A

40HFL7382A

Guest Comfort
Integrated Connectivity Panel

yes

yes

yes

yes

ThemeTV

–

–

–

–

MyChoice

–

–

–

–

USB Multimedia player

yes

yes

yes

yes

Volume Max & Switch-on control

yes

yes

yes

yes

Switch-on Channel

yes

yes

yes

yes

Clock

–

–

–

–

Welcome message

yes

yes

yes

yes

Sleeptimer

yes

yes

yes

yes

Teletext memory

1200 page Hypertext

1200 page Hypertext

1200 page Hypertext

1200 page Hypertext

Digital services like EPG, Subtitling and MHEG

yes

yes

yes

yes

Fast start up mode feature

–

–

–

–

Auto Power On

yes

yes

yes

yes

Digital Audio Out

yes

yes

yes

yes

Remote Control

RC 4450

RC 4451

RC 4450

RC 4450

Prison Mode

–

–

–

–

Healthcare Mode

–

–

–

–

Available with RentalTV

yes

yes

yes

yes

Available with a 5-year warranty

yes

yes

yes

yes

Cloning of settings with USB

yes

yes

yes

yes

Radio built-in (DVB)

yes

yes

yes

yes

Security Menu Access & High Security Mode

yes

yes

yes

yes

Keyboard Lock-out

yes

yes

yes

yes

Table top stand included

yes

yes

yes

yes

Table stand/swivel/tilt

swivel

swivel

swivel

swivel

Wall mounting bracket included

–

–

–

–

TV support for Low battery detection of Remote Control

–

–

–

–

Anti Theft lock provision RC batteries

–

–

–

–

Best Cost of Ownership

Anti Theft provision TV (Kensington lock)

yes

yes

yes

yes

VESA Wall mounting compatible

300 x 300

200 x 200

300 x 300

400 x 400

Sustainable and safety
Energy consumption in Low Power Stand-by Green Mode

<0.15W

<0.15W

<0.15W

<0.15W

Energy consumption in Low Power Sleep Mode with Fast Startup

–

–

–

–

Energy consumption Power-On (typical)

109W

32" : 71W

104W

21:9 : 240W

40" : 84W

ESP Energy Saving programmability

yes

yes

yes

yes

SmartPower High / Medium / Low Mode

yes

yes

yes

yes

Flame retardant - cabinet

yes

yes

yes

yes

Warranty Leaflet

yes

yes

yes

yes

Batteries for remote control

yes

yes

yes

yes

Power cord (EU or UK)

yes

yes

yes

yes

Set up Remote Control, 22AV8573/00

yes

yes

yes

yes

Guest Remote Control, 22AV1104A/10

–

–

–

–

Wall mount 22AV3100

–

–

–

–

Wall mount 22AV3200

yes

yes

yes

yes

Accessories

Options
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A European hotel manager about Philips Hotel TV:
“Over the last couple of years Philips has worked with us on our green footprint by reducing the energy
cost of our TVs, but have also understood the need to add that little bit of extra service to our guests. By
not only offering TVs, but by offering services that match our needs and helping us think about how we
can improve our operations – both on reducing our cost as well as keeping our guests return – Philips has
shown true understanding of the market we operate in.”
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